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Neoadjuvant Therapy
Neoadjuvant therapy refers to any treatment that is given for cancer before the main treatment,
with the goal of making the main treatment more likely to be successful.

What Is Neoadjuvant Therapy?
In most cancers, the primary, definitive treatment is either surgery
to remove the tumor or radiation therapy to kill the tumor cells.
Sometimes, extra treatment, such as chemotherapy or hormone
therapy, is used either before or after the primary therapy. Extra treat-
ment given after primary therapy is referred to as adjuvant (mean-
ing “helper”) therapy, whereas extra treatment given before pri-
mary therapy is referred to as neoadjuvant therapy.

This general concept of multimodality treatment (the use of
more than 1 method to treat cancer) is often used in cancers such
as breast, colon, or lung cancers. Using adjuvant or neoadjuvant
therapy may improve the probability of cure.

Why Is Neoadjuvant Therapy Beneficial?
The basic concept of either neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy is that a
systemic therapy that affects the whole body, such as chemotherapy,
hormone therapy, or a targeted agent, may reach cancer cells in the
circulation or distant tissues that are not seen on scans or by a surgeon.
These “micrometastases” have the potential to grow into visible, re-
current cancer if left untreated because they were impossible to de-
tect earlier. In some cases, radiation therapy may also be used as neo-
adjuvanttherapytoprovideadditionaltumorshrinkagepriortosurgery.

When Is Neoadjuvant Therapy Used?
There are several reasons to use systemic neoadjuvant therapy be-
fore local definitive therapy:
• It provides treatment at the earliest opportunity, before there is a

chance for micrometastases to grow while a patient receives and
recovers from the local therapy.

• It may be more reliable than adjuvant therapy, particularly if local
therapy is challenging and recovery is difficult. Complications can
occur during local therapy that can make it difficult to give addi-
tional therapies reliably later.

• In some settings, tumor shrinkage of visible disease may make it
possible to pursue a curative approach that was not possible with
a larger cancer. A smaller cancer also allows for a less extensive sur-
gery than initially required.

• It allows for measurement of systemic therapy effect on visible dis-
ease, which is correlated with long-term outcomes.

Assessing Response to Neoadjuvant Therapy
The degree of response to neoadjuvant therapy can be assessed by
tumor shrinkage seen on scans, or by the extent of cancer cell death

seen under the microscope from samples of the tumor and/or lymph
nodes. In many cancers, a good neoadjuvant therapy is correlated
with favorable survival. A pathologic complete response, in which
there is no cancer seen in surgically removed tissue after neoadju-
vant therapy, indicates a high probability of cure in many cancer
settings.

Recommendations for adjuvant therapy may be based on re-
sponse to neoadjuvant therapy. For example, if the first approach
was less successful than hoped, a different systemic therapy may
be used for adjuvant therapy.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

• Global Resource for Advancing Cancer Education (GRACE)
http://cancergrace.org/cancer-101/2015/05/18/neoadjrx/.

To find this and other JAMA Oncology Patient Pages, go to the
Patient Page link on the JAMA Oncology website at
http://www.jamaoncology.com.
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